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Extended abstract 

Timber is an environmentally friendly building material that is both renewable and 
reusable, though being combustible by nature meant historically it has been viewed 
in some parts of the world as an inferior structural material to steel and concrete in 
multi-storey construction. Buildings are responsible for a substantial amount of 
material and energy consumption. The environmental properties of materials aren't 
traditionally a design or construction priority and typically cost, performance 
characteristics and aesthetics have governed the choice of structural materials. This 
trend is beginning to change as the issues associated with climate change continue 
to come to the forefront and governments and industry look for ways to assuage its 
effects. Choosing environmentally sustainable building materials is beginning to 
become a client and tenant expectation and industry is starting to follow suit. Life 
Cycle Assessment studies have outlined when timber is used as an alternative 
structural material to steel and concrete the overall environmental impact of the 
building can be reduced. 

In Australia timber products have generally not been considered a viable option for 
multi-storey construction. Two major barriers to increased market share of timber use 
in non-residential construction in Australia are overall designer confidence and fire 
performance. As a result there are limited examples of multi-storey timber framed 
buildings in Australia with concrete and steel primarily being used for structural 
elements. This has also been largely determined by the evolution of Australian 
building codes, where building codes have evolved on a state-by-state basis. They 
were largely based on English building codes, where the prescriptive requirements of 
the building code were typically not favourable to timbers use in multi-storey 
construction. This originates from the "Great Fire of London" where it was decreed 
that all buildings would be made of non-combustible materials such as stone and 
masonry. In Australia on July 7, 1997 performance based codes were introduced in 
the Building Code of Australia (BCA). Performance based Alternate Solutions were 
introduced to allow innovative new structural systems and designs that didn't meet 
the standard Deemed-to-Satisfy compliance criteria an opportunity to obtain approval 
under the BCA. 

This paper critically analyses the impact the BCA has on multi-storey timber buildings 
in Australia specifically in relation to fire, acoustic, structural and energy 
requirements. The paper also identifies the Sections/Parts of the BCA that would 
typically require a performance-based Alternate Solution in order for a timber building 
to gain code approval. One of the original purposes of performance-based codes 
was to facilitate cost savings in building construction. In Australia any building 4 
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